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Abstract. The simulation of independent and cumulative yields requires pre-

cise knowledge of the initial conditions of the fission fragments immediately

after scission. In this paper, we use a quantum-mechanical description of fis-

sion dynamics to extract the initial mass distribution of fission fragments for

the neutron-induced fission of the two major actinides 239Pu and 235U, both for

thermal fission and as a function of the incident neutron energy.

1 Introduction

Nuclear fission remains a fascinating basic science problem, which challenges our under-

standing of both nuclear forces and the structure of interacting quantum many-body fermion

systems. A lot of progress has been made to build a microscopic description of this process,

where fission observables would be computed within a fully quantum-mechanical theory [1].

Nuclear density functional theory (dft) is currently the most natural framework to achieve

this, as it is naturally tailored to handle heavy nuclei for which most experimental data on

fission is available [2]. As we progress in the path to building a comprehensive, predictive

theory of fission, it is important to establish a number of reference points along the way.

The goal of this paper is precisely to report such benchmark calculations. In this paper, we

are going to focus on the initial fission fragment mass distributions (before prompt emission)

for the particular cases of 239Pu(n,f) and 235U(n,f). In addition to results for thermal fission,

we are also going to show results as a function of the incident energy of the neutron. In

Section 2, we briefly recall the theoretical framework that we used while results are presented

in Section 3.

2 Theoretical Framework

The charge and mass distributions of fission fragments are extracted by explicit simulation

of fission dynamics within a fully quantum-mechanical framework. Specifically, we work

within the time-dependent generator coordinate method (tdgcm) under the Gaussian overlap

approximation (goa). As discussed in details in [3–10], the goa allows recasting the Hill-

Wheeler equation of the tdgcm into a collective, Schrödinger-like equation of motion for a

collective wave package g(q, t) in the multi-dimensional collective space C spanned by col-

lective variables q. In practice, we used the code felix-2 to solve the collective Schrödinger
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equation and extract the fission fragment distributions Y(A) from the flux of the wave packet

through the scission line; for details about the general methodology, see [9].

The collective space C is generated by solving the hfb equation with constraints on the

expectation value of the axial quadupole and axial octupole moments, q ≡ (q20, q30). All

hfb calculations have been performed with the SkM* parametrization [11] of the Skyrme

energy density functional. The pairing channel is described with a surface-volume, density-

dependent pairing force. The strengths V0,n and V0,p of this interaction were fitted in each

nucleus of interest in order that the hfb pairing gap in the ground-state reproduce the ex-

perimental value of the 3-point odd-even staggering indicator [12]. For 240Pu, this gives:

V0,n = −265.250 MeV and V0,p = −340.062 MeV, and for 236U: V0,n = −255.250 MeV

and V0,p = −325.594 MeV. The hfb equation is solved with the hfodd solver by expanding

the solutions on the one-center harmonic oscillator (ho) basis [13]. We used the exact same

characteristics as in [14].

The practical implementation of the tdgcm+goa also requires the knowledge of the collec-

tive inertia, or mass, tensor B(q), the metric tensor γ(q), and the zero-point energy correction
εZPE(q). All these quantities were computed from the gcm formula at the perturbative crank-

ing approximation; see Chap. 6 in [2] for details. This choice was made in order to guarantee

consistency between all the ingredients of the model.

3 Benchmark Results

We focus on the neutron-induced fission of the two major actinides, 239Pu and 235U, which

both lead to an even-even compound nucleus. For each of these two nuclei, we compute the

potential energy surface (pes) in the two-dimensional collective space C spanned by collective

variables q ≡ (q20, q30), where qλμ is the expectation value of the mass multipole moment of

multipolarity λ, μ on the hfb wavefunction. An example of the potential energy surface for
236U is shown in Fig.1; the results for 240Pu are shown in [14]).
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional potential energy surface for 236U. The energy is computed at the hfb level

with the SkM* Skyrme functional and the pairing force as described in the text.
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In this benchmark, we define scission configurations by the condition that the expectation

value of the Gaussian neck operator is lower than qcut. Since there is a considerable amount

of ambiguity on the actual definition of scission – see discussion in [1, 14, 15] and references

therein, we look at three possible choices qcut = 4, 5 and 6. Given this definition, the pes

and the collective mass tensor associated with each point of said pes, we run the code felix

and solve the collective Schrödinger-like equation for collective dynamics. To guarantee

convergence of the results, we adopt a finite-element grid characterized by h = 6 and run the

solver up to tfinal = 25 zs [10, 16]. The initial state is constructed as a Gaussian superposition

of gcm states such the average energy is about 1 MeV above the saddle point.
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Figure 2. Initial fission fragment mass distributions for the 239Pu(n,f) (top) and 235U(n,f) (bottom)

thermal fission. Calculations for three different different definitions of the scission line are compared

with existing data from the EXFOR database.
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Figure 2 shows the resulting mass distributions for both actinide nuclei. The results for
239Pu are rather good and do not show too much variation with the definition of scission. The

case of 235U is not nearly as good as the yields are too narrow and too widely separated. This

suggests that the collective space is too small: since mass yields are normalized, fragmenta-

tions missing from the scission line lead to artificially higher yields elsewhere. This problem

was already identified in [17], where it was suggested that (q20, q30) should be replaced by

collective variables more closely aligned with the number of particles in the fragments.

Figure 3. Initial fission fragment mass distributions for the 239Pu(n,f) fission as a function of the incident

neutron energy.

In the tdgcm+goa, one can simulate increasing neutron energies En by simply increasing

the collective energy, that is, the expectation value of the tdgcm+goa collective Hamiltonian,

En ≈ Ecol − Esaddle, with Esaddle the hfb energy of the saddle point. Figure 3 shows the

evolution of the initial yields as a function of the neutron energy for 239Pu(n,f). These results

are qualitatively similar to earlier calculations by Younes and Gogny [17] and compatible

with expectations: as the available excitation energy increases, the distribution becomes more

symmetric. Although this result is encouraging, it is important to bear in mind that it contains

a number of important approximations, which we discuss in more details in the next section.

4 Discussion

Because of the complexity of the fission process, calculations (whether microscopic or not)

have a rather large uncertainty budget. In this section, we wish to discuss briefly some of

the shortcomings of the particular calculations reported here, especially since there has been

progress in addressing some of them.

There is a large consensus in the theory community that the pes is perhaps the most

important ingredient in fission calculations [18]. Whether the initial yields are symmetric

or asymmetric can be simply determined by whether the least-energy fission pathway goes
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through reflection-asymmetric shapes (in our calculations, characterized by Q30 � 0). How-

ever, these pes clearlt depend on the underlying energy functional. There has recently been

much progress in rigorously quantifying the uncertainties associated with the functional [19–

21]. Obviously, the pes also depends on the choice of the collective degrees of freedom.

While the pes of Fig. 1 only involves collective coordinates, its physics content could be

improved, e.g. by including pairing degrees of freedom [22–25]. Progress in computing

facilities, combined with publicly available and carefully benchmakred dft solvers [13, 26]

provide more options to solve the hfb equations across an entire pes and handle the issue of

its discontinuities [27].

Given the pes, the calculation of the initial yields within the tdgcm+goa requires in addi-

tion full specification of (i) and collective inertia tensor, (ii) scission configurations and (iii)

fission fragment properties.

• As discussed early on, scission is not a well-defined concept and there exist several possible

definitions [14, 15, 28, 29]. Here we chose a simple criterion based on the size of the neck:

as shown in Fig.2, it has a measurable impact on the yield, which could be quantified more

rigorously.

• The theory of collective inertia has a long history; see, e.g. [30–34] for a selection of

historical review papers on the subject. Recent benchmarks showed that fission observables

such as spontaneous fission half-lives are highly sensitive to the approximation used to

calculate the tensor B [35].

• Fission fragment properties are in principle determined at scission. In “adiabatic” theo-

ries such as the current implementation of the tdgcm+goa, these properties are not always

well predicted. Just before scission, the two prefragments are strongly entangled, lead-

ing to some arbitrariness in determining the excitation energy of the fragments [14, 15];

conversely, just after scission, the fragments are cold, contrary to experimental evidence.

Going beyond these limitations requires explicit treatment of non-adiabatic effects, which

have recently shown great potential [25, 36–40]. In the particular case of particle number,

recent applications of projection techniques show great promise to improve the precision

of charge and mass yields [41].

Extending the tdgcm+goa at increasing excitation energy of the compound nucleus opens

another Pandora’s box of interesting problems. First of all, it is not at all clear what is the

best approach to describe the system at excitation energies of the order of 10-20 MeV, where

the level density if extremely high: direct approaches where generator states include quasi-

particle excitations are still in their infancy and would need to be severely truncated [42]; a

finite-temperature formalism poses conceptual problems, both in terms of relating the tem-

perature to the excitation energy [43], and for defining a collective wave function [44]. In the

calculations shown in Fig.3, these effects were not taken into account: both the pes and the

collective inertia were computed at zero-temperature.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we report some benchmark calculations of the initial mass yields in the neutron-

induced fission of the two major actinides 239Pu and 235U. We compare yields for thermal

neutrons with experimental data and show the evolution of the yields as a function of neutron

energy. Finally, we discuss some of the theoretical challenges in improving the fidelity of the

models.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344.
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